2006 infinity fx35

This is my second FX. Bought '04 and put on , mi and then purchased '06 with 11, that now has
96, miles on it. I have had zero mechanical issues in either FX. Very reliable. Sports car, luxury
sedan, and some utility makes it perfect for me. I have much experience buying tires and I
recommend 20" Yokahamas or Nittos. They improve ride. Combining fun to drive, reliability,
styling and wow factor - can't lose with FX. I love the look of this vehicle. It handles well and the
engine is well suited for this type of truck. The interior is attractice and the car feels solid as a
higher end one should. I bought this car based on the good reliability and performance reviews.
Unfortunately, I got a lemon. Fine, it can happen to any manufacturer. However, Infiniti Nissan
really doesn't care about the customer once the sale is made. In the first miles, both the
frontend and transmission had to be replaced. It took seven months before the work was
performed. These were the major issues but there were many more, all manufacturing defects.
Infiniti doesn't take responsibility for collateral damage caused by its. I loved the styling and
there doesn't seem to be many on the road so it is quite unique. Drove Lexus, Mercedes, Acura,
and Lincoln. Infiniti gives you the most tech features for the money with AWD. I've owned
Nissan's before and they've always been reliable. Nav is awesome, bose system is the best I've
owned yet, seats are very comfortable on longer trips, snow mode is perfect in deep snow, brick
orange interior is simply amazing, lots of power, plenty of room and storage, and very
comfortable ride. Have a good friend with X3 and another with Denali. This blows those away.
Down sides: Barely getting 16 MPG and calls for premium fuel, poor rear visibility, and
complicated bluetooth phone. Having owned a previous Nissan product Maxima that I had for 10
years best car i ever had , I ended up buying a FX Always loved the styling and after driving it
and competitors decided on the FX. I still love the driving experience, but not necessarily the
ownership experience. I have owned this car for one year now and cannot love it more. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the FX View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Two months in
Items per page:. Write a review See all FX35s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the FX Sign Up.
F x 35 both cars are great should be lower prices. Stylish, Responsive. Pros: rides comfortably
and very smooth in the highway Appealing look to it. Safety feature gives you peace of mind
when carrying your family. The car has held it's value very well and the amenities and styling
has stood the test of time. Pros: Styling inside and out, comfortable ride and tons of speed to
get anywhere and its incredibly fun to drive! Great Car Overall. Excellent Performance Car â€” I
love this car. It is fast, safe and very comfortable. The only con that I see is the low gas mileage
but you get the performance instead. Highly recommended for anyone who would like to get the
car for leisure, family transportation, towing boats, going to the mountain. Cons: Low gas
mileage High maintenance cost. From family trips, trips to the snow, towing my harley or
transporting my road bike. I am truly going to have a bard time letting her go. Thank you. Great
Car Overall â€” everything's good. Nice car but the price is too high for a Read More. Nice ride
comfortable loud sound good fast luxury quick pretty Read More. A friend of mine just bought
one. The price is a bit high on a ten year old car. Read More. The build quality, reliability, and
performance of Infiniti does not disappoint. They are well-optioned, comfortable, and sporty.
Definitely put Infiniti on your short list. Nice car just thought the price is too high Read More.
Love the features, have a lot of space and very comfortable. Luxurious SUV but with a sports
car feel provided by the paddle shifters combined with an excellent suspension and
transmission. Shifting with the paddles can be done at any time and the car eventuall I like the
FX35 they are great trucks nice Read More. I test drive the vehicle and it was awesome but didnt
by for other reasons. Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on
categories. Clear selections. Angelsof3 writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Back Seats:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: rides comfortably and very smooth in the highway Cons: do not
have much to say here. Brittney writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Styling inside
and out, comfortable ride and tons of speed to get anywhere and its incredibly fun to drive!
Cons: Gas mileage, premium gas. Is this review helpful? Duy writes:. Businessman writes:.
Zach writes:. Cons: if you dont like how it looks. Guru1M8K8 says:. The best car ever. Henings
says:. Very fuel efficient. Better on maintenance. Handling Ranked Volkswagen Touareg V8
better. Reviews From Other Years. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Select Year Cons: Gas mileage, premium gas Is this review helpful? Vehicle is more responsive
especially at high speeds. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
These guys are great. Allowed me to take the truck to my mechanic and have it checked out and
are very patient as I sort out my finances. Truck is immaculate. I'm buying it. The owner, Sal, is
a good guy who will take care of you fairly and honestly. The check-in process to even look at
the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one customer and
there were still other people after him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day to even assess
a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website. This dealer is small, but so nice. You

created a relationship with them since it is a small place. The car was perfect and just what they
advertised. My daughter loves the car and it runs beautifully. Hopefully we won't need another
car again, but if we do, I will be reaching out to them. Amazing experience very professional and
very kind hearted, not your typical dealer they are more like friends then anyone that would try
and haggle you. Amazing car! Amazing people thank you! The only car I've ever owned was in
and it's now and as my first time trying to search for a used car which is scary alone. I ran
across Kevin at KJ auto with this amazing to good to be true car He couldnt have made it more
relaxing, no pressure, works with you and makes you feel he has you first at heart experience. I
am definitely going back to Kevin for my daughter's first car and mom looking too after she saw
what I came home with! Highly recommend They went all out to meet my demands and needs.
Great service, I will definitely purchase from them again if needed and send customers their
way. I tried to get the chair and the microwave- no luck tho, lol. Dealer was honest about his
vehicles and will bargain with you. Very friendly.. One of the few dealers that responded to my
inquiries. They answered all of my questions about the car I was interested in. I made an
appointment to look at the car which was ready when I arrived. The sales team bent over
backwards to accommodate me and even offered to bring the car to my home for a test drive.
Very difficult to reach, sent many emails with information request no replies, when I did speak
with a rep, Mo questions were answered. When I finally received replies sender not identifies
even when I replied with asking for whom I was corresponding with, no reply. The owner
contacted me within a few hours with all the requested information. The follow up email was
professional. The website was great, offering great insight to the cat I am interested in. The
dealership called me to confirm availability of the vehicle and had it ready for a test drive when I
arrived. Everyone was very helpful and there was no pressure. It is a very small dealership that
definitely cares about its customers. The visit was easy, test drive the car. The facility was clean
and the people friendly. We couldn't make the deal happen because I wasn't trying to put 7k
down on what they call a specialty car, but the people I spoke with were really nice I can't
complain about that. They responded quick to my inquiry. Unfortunately I waited too long and
some purchased the car. Infiniti's FX 35 crossover receives a light styling refresh for the model
year, which includes new designs for the bumper, grille and wheels. Infiniti's popular crossover
houses a 3. The V6 is paired with a five-speed automatic transmission with a manual mode. The
FX 35 is available with either rear-wheel or all-wheel drive. The AWD system automatically
routes power to the wheels with the best traction. The FX is available in one loaded trim level.
Other standard features include multi-zone automatic climate control, full power accessories, a
six-disc CD changer, inch aluminum wheels, cruise control, keyless entry, and alloy and leather
interior trim. All FXs are also equipped with traction control, stability control, HID headlamps,
front side airbags, and front and rear head airbags. There are several option packages to
choose from, which include items like a navigation system, Infiniti's intelligent key system, a
DVD entertainment setup, and radar-based adaptive cruise control. The FX has received
considerable acclaim for its car-like agility. Infiniti's crossover SUV continues to be a class
leader in both acceleration and handling. The V6 FX will speed from mph in just over seven
seconds, and the manual mode transmission can minimize downshift delays. The FX's sleek
appearance sacrifices rear visibility, rear head room, and ease of access to the rear seats.
Drivers have commented that the FX fuel economy could be better, and testers reported mixed
driving fuel economy in the mid teens. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? Performance and reliability of this car have been phenomenal! Never
had a problem with mechanical issues. Comfortable almost luxurious, this has been my favorite
car ever. I love the sound of the car, the style and body shape is instantly recognizable, nothing
else that looks like it on the road. Will buy another! Good gas mileage, dependable, is great in
the snow, Some part replacement is expensive. Brakes don't last as long as the average vehicle.
It's a nice vehicle for a family of 5. It has a navigation system built in the car. It comes with a
back up camera. The only thing that I didn't really like was that the side mirror caused a blind
spot for me. I'm also short so that could just be a personal problem. Change Year. Owner
Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Select Model: 4dr 2WD. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower:
hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features 3. Compare Models 4dr 2WD. Rear Wheel

Drive. All Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel. Variable intermittent front wipers. Intermittent rear wiper.
High intensity discharge HID xenon headlamps. Chrome colored accents. Premium leather
seats. Overhead sunglasses storage. Illuminated door handles. Rear window defogger. In-cabin
micro filter. Tire pressure monitoring system. Vehicle security system. Infiniti controller.
Genuine aluminum-alloy trim. Dual-stage front passenger airbags. Rear 3-point safety belts.
Kimberly R wrote on July 16, Crystal M wrote on November 22, Iyzebel Y wrote on November 22,
See All Reviews Continue to Overview. The monthly payment is based on the price of this
vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator
to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based
solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety,
comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles
using our Rating System, it's importan
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t to note that the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class.
Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best
vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features
found in vehicles of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would
come to expect for the price. Colors generally differ by style. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches
0. Cars Direct. Est Monthly Loan. Style: - Base 4dr 4x2 - Base 4dr All-wheel Drive. Incentives
Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest
charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease
Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle.
Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Style: Base 4dr 4x2 Base 4dr All-wheel Drive. Please
select a model Select Model. Get Your Price.

